everyone argues but it doesn’t need to look like this.

people are unaware of their speech tendencies and seldom maintain composure in difficult conversations.

that’s where civility helps.

Civility is an un-intrusive smartwatch application that uses natural language processing to offer suggestions during conflicts & provide feedback on emotional management on a day-by-day basis.

**CIVILITY**

- you lost your cool
- *6 times today*
- your average: 8 warnings/day

**CIVILITY**

- VOLUME WARNINGS
- *FIRE = 6*
- *YESTERDAY = 8*
- *LAST WEEK = 7*
- *OVERALL = 9*

**CIVILITY**

- WORDS TO AVOID
- *Like: 228 today (average: 439 per day)*
- *Literally: 25 today (average: 30 per day)*

**CIVILITY**

- send real-time warning notifications
- track customized keywords

provide personalized feedback
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